
Contact 
Address: Buroshibtala Road, Sashti Tala, Nabadwip,

Nadia, India
 

     : (+91) 7001818919
 

     : (+91) 7001818919
 

      : arkapens@gmail.com
 

Website: www.arkapens.com

Personal Details
A freelance academic writer, English teacher,

essayist, and columnist. A top-rated teacher at
TeacherOn.Have experience in teaching students
and helping them with their assignments for more
than four years and helped them fetch good marks
through the course. Proficient in topical writings of

any sort, be it an essay, column, or article. Have
written several short stories that got acclaimed

from numerous reputed newspapers and
magazines. Writing is my passion, and I am

following my dream.  

Offered  Services 
- ESSAY WRITING

- WRITING COLUMNS AND ARTICLES

- STORY WRITING

- TECHNICAL WRITING

- WRITING & SEQUENCING THESIS PAPERS

- PPT DESIGNING

- BOOK REVIEWS

- SPEECH WRITINGS 

-PROOF/BETA READING AND EDITING

-WEBSITE CONTENT

Note
Need to avail of any of the aforementioned services!! Ping me on my WhatsApp or drop a mail on my mail ID mentioned above. You will get a reply typically within
minutes.
Some previous template works can also be manifested if the client wishes to give it a look before placing his or her order. 
Feel free to place your order on WhatsApp, and sit back. You will be delivered with a top-notch content and timely delivery of the assignments will be ensured. 
Your assignments will be done with the utmost care and importance. If the client wishes to make some minor changes or tweaks in the assignment once it is delivered. It will be done
accordingly as well. 
If the client wishes to have a one on one discussion on the assignment over a video call, then he or she will have to book an appointment by contacting me through
WhatsApp or E-mail first.   

  Arka / Debaruho
   Academic writer,  columnist

ASSOCIATED WITH 100+ RESEARCH PAPERS

WRITTEN  100+ SHORT STORIES, COLUMNS AND SPEECHES  

PROOF READ & REVIEWED MORE THAN 250+ BOOKS   

DESIGNED  150+ PRESENTATIONS FOR STUDENTS AND
ELITE INSTITUTIONS 

HELPED STUDENS IN NUMEROUS OTHER ASSIGNMENTS

WRITTEN 500+ PROFESSIONAL ESSAYS & PAPERS

- Written several essays on diverse topics, be it concurrent burning issues,
history, literature, and many more. 

- Written several stories, columns, and speeches (especially presentation
speeches) for numerous students, websites, magazines throughout the world. 

- Have experience of more than 5 years of beta reading and in-depth book
reviews. Helped students in writing book review journals and blog responses

with in-depth character analysis, discussion on literary devices, and final
reflections as well.      

- Provided Beta reading services to innumerable number of new writers throughout
the globe. 

- Designed professional PowerPoint presentations for students for universities like
American University of the Middle East (AUM), 'Embry–Riddle Aeronautical

University, 'Abu Dhabi University, The University of Hong Kong (HKU) and many
more as well as for elite institutions like Australian Embassy-Abu Dhabi.

 
 

- Helped students with numerous other assignments of different kinds for example
designing STEEP, POSTERS, framing CAPSTONE PROJECTS, writing PLAYS, doing
projects on CRITICAL THINKING, TECHNICAL WRITING, and many more from all

over the globe. 

- Helped innumerable number of students from different parts of the world in
their research papers with researching, writing the content, framing the entire

paper, and sequencing of the same. 
 
 

https://wa.me/message/EO7DRFUL6KKOC1
http://www.arkapens.com/
http://www.arkapens.com/

